Introduction

Space Station
Freedom is expected to occupy a low Earth orbit for several decades. In order for it to operate safely for that length of time, it must avoid collisions with spaceborne The current study has taken a somewhatdifferent approach. Rather than attemptingto design a general-purpose debris removal system, the project team elected to investigatethe known population of orbiting objects to determinewhether a single class of debris could be identified for removal by a single-purposesystem. Orbital debris was defined as all orbiting objects which were no longer performing a useful function in orbit (dead satellites, rocket stagesand fragments). The methodologywhich was employedto identify a primary targetof opportunity is reported herein.
Satellite Population Classification and Selection NASA GoddardSpaceFlight Centercompilessatellitesituationreportsat regularintervals.
In September1990, their NASA Satellite Situation Report listed 6,681 items that were being tracked. Actually, that list understates the true populationof large objects. For example, an item listed as Cosmos1220,which was launchedby the Soviet Union in 1980 anddestroyed intentionally, producedat least 80 piecesof debris/10/of which 59 were still being tracked.
It was listed as two items (1980 089A --Cosmos1220 satellite --and 1980089B-089CG which represented the remaining 58 pieces). However, sinceretrieval of large objectsfrom a swarmof smaller objectswould be too hazardousfor a debris removal system,this study was not concernedaboutthe true total satellitecount. Rather,the goal was to define orbiting subsets which were truly near-termdebris removal targetsof opportunity.
Basedupon Kessler'scollisionalcascadepredictions/6/, this studyfocusedon large objects with initial orbital altitudes,at perigee,in the 700 km to 1500 km altitude range. The upper altitude limit was selectedsincemany of the higher altitude objects had degradedto lower altitudes(on the orderof 1000km) after launch. Sincerocket bodiessurroundedby orbiting debris were likely to be damaged-making retrieval more difficult and dangerous--those rocket bodies were eliminated as potential targets.The numberof "undamaged"rocket body targetswastherebyreducedfrom 245 to 193.
Unfortunately, the particular type of rocket body in orbit has not been identified consistently in the data sets. 
Debris Removal Methodology
This study has shown that a debris removal system which was designed to acquire and remove Soviet C-1B rocket bodies at an orbital inclination of 83°, with apogee altitudes near 1000 to be tumbling about an axis which is between the rocket motor and the payload mating collar.
Consequently, retrieval will require that the debris collector match orbits with the rocket body, then orient itself so that it can be rotated on an axis which is common with the booster's rotational axis ( Figure  3a and b) . Then, the debris collector must achieve rotational synchronization with the tumbling booster before it can be captured. After the two vehicles have been phase-locked with respect to rotation, a pair of robotic arms are envisioned that could grab the C-1B conduits ( Figure  3c) . A teleoperated system, using a video system that rotated with the platform, would be the most direct approach.
After the arms have captured the booster, the debris collector would be activated to despin the system and then maintain the orientation of the booster while a solid rocket and small strapon control thrusters were positioned and secured in the throat of the RD-119 motor and on the body of the C-1 B, respectively (Figure 3d ). Subsequently, the booster-solid rocket unit would be oriented for deorbit firing and the debris collector would loiter long enough to make sure that the system was stabilized. At that point, the orbital debris collector would depart for its next target and the C-1B would be launched back into the atmosphere ( Figure  3e ). 
Conclusions 8
This studyhasdeterminedthatorbiting CosmosC-1B bootersareboth numerousandin orbits at greatestrisk for multiple, chain-reactioncollisions. By deorbiting the 100 in tact boosters with apogeesbetween950 and 1050km, more than 200,000kg of material can be removed, avoiding a major potential debris source.
While the massof materialis largeenoughto warrantstudiesof how the boosterscould be reprocessed in spacefor other applications,this study hasrecommended that for the nearterm theseboostersshould be deorbited. 
